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Abstract: Phytophthora infestans (Mont.) de Bary is one of the main pathogens in the agricultural
sector. The most affected are the Solanaceae species, with the potato (Solanum tuberosum) and the
tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) being of great agricultural importance. Ornamental Solanaceae can also
host the pests Petunia spp., Calibrachoa spp., as well as the wild species Solanum dulcamara, Solanum
sarrachoides, etc. Annual crop losses caused by this pathogen are highly significant. Although the
interaction between P. infestans and the potato has been investigated for a long time, further studies
are still needed. This review summarises the basic approaches in the fight against the late blight
over the past 20 years and includes four sections devoted to methods of control: (1) fungicides;
(2) R-gene-based resistance of potato species; (3) RNA interference approaches; (4) other approaches
to control P. infestans. Based on the latest advances, we have provided a description of the significant
advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
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1. Introduction

For more than 150 years, humankind has been attempting to combat Phytophthora
infestans. However, despite the wide arsenal of methods involved, most attempts have not
been sufficiently effective. Every year, this pathogen causes enormous losses to agriculture
worldwide [1]. Fungicides, the most common tool to counteract P. infestans, have certain
drawbacks: a high price, a prohibited use in organic farming, a potential risk to the
ecosystem and health [2], and the opportunity for resistant strains to emerge [3,4]. It is the
latter one that is of key importance and somehow contributes to the manifestation of the
others.

In the past, cultivation of plant varieties resistant to P. infestans was attempted, but it
failed due to the pathogen’s adaptation being immeasurably faster than that of the host [1].
With gene-editing technologies evolving and knowledge about the functions of host and
parasite genes increasing, this approach is showing renewed promise. Currently, there is
an active search for resistance genes (R-gene) that P. infestans cannot overcome quickly.

P. infestans, like many other pathogenic organisms, produces a variety of effector
proteins that can change the host’s physiology, combat its immune response, and facilitate
invasion. The recognition of these effectors underlies the R-gene activity, while P. infestans
has various molecular and genetic mechanisms that allow it to avoid recognition [5,6].

P. infestans, known as one of the most aggressive pathogens, has some special features
that determine its high adaptability to the host S. tuberosum. Compared to other oomycetes,
P. infestans has a huge genome (240 Mb) with an extraordinary organisation. It consists of
blocks with conserved gene sequences with relatively low numbers of repeats, separated
by sparse regions with alternating gene sequences, having low density but a large number
of repeats [1,2]. The P. infestans genome is extremely rich in transposons, occupying about
one-third of the total, together with repeats and sparse regions (where the genes are located
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far from each other). All these factors stimulate mutational variability in P. infestans [1].
Rapidly mutating secretory effector genes are mainly located in sparse regions [1].

Given the high rate of P. infestans evolution, point measures are inefficient and costly,
making systemic countermeasures crucial: combining R-genes [7], selecting the dose and
time of fungicide use [8], monitoring populations [9,10], using symbiotic bacteria [11,12]
etc. At the same time, fundamentally new RNA-interference-based technologies are being
developed, opening up the possibilities of both efficient shutting down of host genes
(e.g., immunosuppressors) [13] and creating environmentally-friendly fungicides with an
unlimited range of potential targets [14]. In the following sections, each of the methods
mentioned is discussed in more detail.

2. Methods of Control
2.1. Fungicides

Fungicides are the oldest weapon used against late blight. The first of these was the
copper-containing “Bordeaux mixture” (also called “Bordo Mix”) used in the 19th century.
Nowadays, given the lack of resistant cultivars, fungicides remain the most common
method of controlling P. infestans [15]. The main advantages of fungicides are their efficiency
and simplicity in production and use. According to the action principle, fungicides are
divided into the following groups.

• Protective fungicides: effectively prevent infection, but do not help if the plant is
already infected;

• Antisporulants: prevent infection from spreading;
• Translaminar fungicides: penetrate leaf blades;
• Curative fungicides: have limited curative effects in the case of active infection;
• Systemic fungicides: can effectively move within the host plant’s vascular system and

protect even the new parts of the plant that grow after treatment.

A fungicide is capable of exhibiting different modes of action [16]. Systemic fungicides
include metalaxyl and its active R-isomer—mefenoxam, both having a negative impact on
P. infestans ribosomal RNA synthesis [17].

The most cost-effective and popular control method is complete disease prevention to
be achieved through comprehensive measures involving regular (usually weekly) treatment
with a mixture of protective and systemic fungicides, for example, mixture of a widely
specific and a narrowly specific fungicide. The use of fungicides with a different defence
mechanism allows one to resist late blight more comprehensively and, ultimately, reduce
the amount of chemicals used. The protection of the tubers from contamination is also
important with selecting the combination of active ingredients [18–20]. It is a high-cost
strategy, and the environmental impact of using large amounts of fungicides remains to
be investigated [21]. However, the benefits of such preventive measures, including the
difficulty of pathogen adaptation to them, outweigh the costs [18,22,23].

2.1.1. Resistance: Causes and Effects

One of the main problems associated with fungicide use seems to be the resistance
subsequently acquired by P. infestans. There is a so-called “arms race” in the fight against
late blight on all fronts, and fungicides are no exception. Unfortunately, continuous
mass application of fungicides causes increased evolutionary pressure on P. infestans and
consequently may initiate rapid adaptation and acquisition of resistance to a fungicide
involved [24]. Field treatment of potato crops with seven different fungicides demonstrated
that P. infestans could develop resistance to them in one season [25]. If no other control
methods are applied, the acquired trait becomes fixed in the population, the resistance
increases, and subsequent control requires either a higher initial treatment concentration or
using a new fungicide that was not used before, resulting in higher costs.

The induction of ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABC transporters) is one of the
factors causing resistance to these chemicals. The resistance develops in response to meta-
laxyl and appears to be due to epigenetic control, namely chromatin modification, ensuring
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the rapid development of this trait in a previously sensitive population [15,17]. ABC trans-
porters actively pump metalaxyl and other harmful substances out of the parasite’s cells,
thus reducing their impact on the oomycetes. Changes in the parasite’s plasmalemma,
preventing poisons from entering its cells, also reduce its sensitivity to metalaxyl [26]. Such
protection mechanisms ensure a reduced basic sensitivity to various substances. The sensi-
tivities of different P. infestans lineages show ten-fold differences [22]. ABC-transporters and
detoxifying enzymes such as cytochrome P450 allow P. infestans to survive the “first shock”
from an encounter with a new chemical, but, in general, their effect is limited and not very
significant. However they do underlie the resistance to mefenoxam/metalaxyl [15,27,28].
Resistance to these resulting from detoxification mechanisms may even develop after the
first treatment of a previously sensitive lineage [3]. However, stable lineages have slightly
reduced aggressiveness and viability. In the absence of metalaxyl/mefenoxam in the
environment, the pathogen loses its acquired resistance to the substance after several gener-
ations [17]. Metalaxyl was first used in Europe in 1979, but the following year, P. infestans
resistance to it was reported. In the USA, methylaxyl continued to be used until 1989, when
it became less effective [22,29]. However, by the 2010s, three of the six P. infestans lineages
common in the United States were found to be sensitive to mefenoxam/metalaxyl, while
another lineage had limited sensitivity [22,30]. Thus, in order to maintain the effectiveness
of metalaxyl or mefenoxam, it is sufficient to alternate them with other fungicides. The same
recommendation is applicable to any fungicide adaptation that results in reduced viability
of P. infestans.

Fungicides can also be divided into two groups: specific and broad-spectrum fungi-
cides. Broad-spectrum fungicides include sulphur, copper sulphate, other copper com-
pounds popular in organic farming. Mancozeb is also widely used against late blight. Such
substances are often more toxic to humans (mancozeb being one of the lucky exceptions)
than the narrowly specific ones. However, the development of fungal resistance to them is
much less likely [27,31].

Most chemicals used against late blight are site-specific (affecting specific metabolic
pathways): azoxtitrobin, fluazinam, mandipropamid, metalaxyl, etc. Their specific toxicity
makes them safer for the environment and humans while increasing the risk of P. infestans
developing resistance through a single mutation, though possibly taking time and leading
to reduced viability [22,27,32]. However, such fungicides are still considered sufficiently
effective and are widely used, primarily because their correct application reduces the
evolutionary pressure of each pesticide on P. infestans.

What is the best way to use fungicides? The development of resistance in a population
is defined as an increase in the proportion of resistant forms in relation to the sensitive
forms in the population [8]. Based on this, three strategies have been proposed to reduce
the evolutionary pressure of fungicides on pathogens: equal suppression of the growth
of both forms, suppression of the growth of the resistant forms compared to the sensitive
ones, and reduction in the duration of the evolutionary pressure. The second strategy is
quite challenging to implement, but the first and third are actively used (Figure 1) [8].

The first strategy requires using a mixture of a widely specific and a narrowly specific
fungicide and is the most popular of the three. It is preferable as the development of
resistance to both fungicides at once is very unlikely [33]. In the case of P. infestans,
mancozeb, which has a purely protective effect, is typically applied in association with a
systemic fungicide. Another option is to use two narrowly specific fungicides with different
modes of action.

The third strategy is somewhat less popular but also demonstrates a reduced rate of
resistance development [8]. In practice, it can be implemented by alternating the use of
two fungicides with different targets or types of action, thus reducing the exposure time of
each fungicide.
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Monitoring the sensitivity of P. infestans regional lineages to the fungicides applied 

is an important aspect of preventing disease outbreaks and repeated resistance develop-
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dangerous for several reasons. The trait may firmly fix in the population, and the popula-
tion may then spread to other areas or go through a stage of sexual propagation contrib-
uting to the fixation of the trait [36]. Additionally, it is worth considering the possibility 
of an epidemic should such resistance be detected late, as happened in the USA in 1990 
[29]. Similarly, the early detection of the lineage’s sensitivity to metalaxyl could have 
helped prevent the epidemic caused by the US22 lineage in 2009 in the United States [9]. 
Today, rapid advances in computer technology, meteorology, and molecular biology have 
allowed us to reach a new level of P. infestans observation. Molecular genetic markers have 
been used to precisely determine the P. infestans clonal lineages for quite a long time [10]. 
The next step should be to analyse both old and new lineages for their resistance to fun-
gicides and even R-genes (see below) and track distribution and recombination. This in-

Figure 1. Three strategies for reducing the evolutionary pressure of fungicides on pathogens:
(A) equal suppression of the growth of both forms; (B) suppression of the growth of the resis-
tant forms compared to the sensitive ones; (C) and reduction in the duration of the evolutionary
pressure.

2.1.2. Resistance Acquisition and Spread

Monitoring the sensitivity of P. infestans regional lineages to the fungicides applied
is an important aspect of preventing disease outbreaks and repeated resistance devel-
opment [4,34,35]. Application of a fungicide to which local lineages are highly tolerant
is dangerous for several reasons. The trait may firmly fix in the population, and the
population may then spread to other areas or go through a stage of sexual propagation con-
tributing to the fixation of the trait [36]. Additionally, it is worth considering the possibility
of an epidemic should such resistance be detected late, as happened in the USA in 1990 [29].
Similarly, the early detection of the lineage’s sensitivity to metalaxyl could have helped
prevent the epidemic caused by the US22 lineage in 2009 in the United States [9]. Today,
rapid advances in computer technology, meteorology, and molecular biology have allowed
us to reach a new level of P. infestans observation. Molecular genetic markers have been
used to precisely determine the P. infestans clonal lineages for quite a long time [10]. The
next step should be to analyse both old and new lineages for their resistance to fungicides
and even R-genes (see below) and track distribution and recombination. This information
should be integrated into available databases such as the Decision Support System (DSS) in
the USA [9]. Accurate long-term prediction of weather conditions is one key to saving on
fungicide wastage. In years unfavourable for late blight development, fungicide use can be
significantly reduced without any risk of crop loss. Such an approach would accumulate
resources to control future outbreaks, reduce the evolution pressure on P. infestans, and
reduce the potential negative impact on the environment [37].

Due to the availability and dissemination of information on fungicides and the
pathogens resistant to them, including P. infestans, it is worth mentioning the Fungi-
cide Resistance Action Committee (FRAC) aiming to identify resistance development
risks, coordinate research on this topic, help in the correct use of fungicides, and classify
fungicides [27].
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2.1.3. Economics

The economic efficiency of fungicide application is closely related to the global struggle
with late blight. Some producers cannot afford the full range of protective procedures, or
they use obsolete substances. In such cases, there is a risk that a new lineage of P. infestans
might develop and migrate to other regions. For example, in Kenya, farmers often cannot
afford the integrated application of protective fungicides. Additionally, there are regions
where rainy weather may make their application difficult: on the one hand, mancozeb
becomes active only in water, and on the other hand, it can be easily washed off the leaves
by rains [19]. In regions where small farms predominate or where producers’ incomes
are generally low, the fungicide cost is critical for the P. infestans control effectiveness.
According to ROSSTAT (Federal State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation) [38],
private households and farming enterprises in the Russian Federation account for about
85% of all cultivated areas planted with potato crops, making Russian potato plantations
particularly vulnerable to late blight.

Mancozeb has been used for over 46 years and remains the most popular broad-
spectrum fungicide against P. infestans and other fungi. It offers a combination of anti-fungal
and economic efficiency with low side toxicity. The agrochemical industry has not yet
produced anything to surpass mancozeb. However, with the world’s growing population
increasing the demands on agriculture, something new is sure to prove necessary soon [39].

The easiest way to increase the economic efficiency of fungicides is to use them in
smaller amounts. Manufacturers often indicate unreasonably high required dosages in
their treatment protocols to make additional profit. In various situations, the differences
in net income resulting from the use of fungicides range from €167 to €656/ha [18]. The
required dosage depends on the sensitivity of both the P. infestans and the potato and
the weather conditions [16,18,37]. Correct assessment of the infection pressure allows
a reduction in the amount of applied fungicide by up to 30% [23]. In some cases, the
fungicide can be partially replaced by a cheaper analogue without loss of efficiency [40].
Finally, the use of resistant potato varieties, especially those with field resistance developed
due to quantitative trait loci (to be discussed shortly), provides an average increase in net
income of about €900/ha, partly due to the significant reduction in the volume of applied
fungicides required. All these facts illustrate the importance of developing and introducing
new potato varieties resistant to P. infestans. Even then, the degree of tuber protection must
be carefully monitored in the case of reduced fungicide application [18].

2.1.4. Fungicides in Organic Farming

Fungicides are of particular concern in organic farming where using synthetic sub-
stances and, hence, the vast majority of traditional fungicides is prohibited. The most
common and effective fungicide approved for organic farming is copper, with its effect
related to the reduction in abscisic acids in treated plants [41]. Other substances are much
weaker in controlling the late blight spreading. However, copper is inferior to synthetic
fungicides and often more toxic. When used frequently, copper can not only accumulate
in soil and kill a wide range of soil microorganisms, but it can also cause dermatitis in
humans [16]. Thus, it is questionable whether the complete rejection of synthetic chemicals
in favour of copper in organic farming is justified. Due to the restrictions on the use
of pesticides, organic farming is a sector of agriculture that is particularly vulnerable to
P. infestans [9,42]. Therefore, organic farms represent a “weak link” even in a region where
other producers can afford comprehensive measures to prevent P. infestans outbreaks. The
same goes for private households.

Thus, since fungicides are the most popular and effective way to protect crops against
P. infestans, their consumption will only increase as long as there is no commercial alter-
native. Proper management, development of new agents, and toxicity control are sure to
allow minimising the resistance development risks, resistant specimen proportion in the
population, and possible negative fungicide impacts on the environment. Systematic and
proper use of fungicides is expensive, and not every entrepreneur is able or willing to pay
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for it. Therefore, providing assistance to small farms, training farmers in fungicide use and
control, creating public databases such as the DSS database and international organisations
such as FRAC, in other words, globalising the control of P. infestans, can make fungicide
application as effective as possible. The more global and organised their application, the
more likely they are to defeat P. infestans.

Modern sequencing technologies, molecular genetic markers, and computer data
processing make it possible to track changes in P. infestans populations at the genetic level
and plan appropriate responses based on these changes. Computer models of P. infestans
metabolism, similar to those in [43], may be used in the future to create powerful, specific
fungicides with a low risk of developing resistance to them. The evolutionary affinity of
oomycetes and the Apicomplexa is another promising source of ideas for chemical develop-
ment [44]. In the future, fungicides will have to be improved to become more precise in
their action, cheap and effective to meet the growing demands of agriculture. This task
will require all the accumulated knowledge on the biology of P. infestans and its closest
relatives.

2.1.5. Plant Resistance Inducers

The first studies of plant resistance inducers, or PRIs, appeared as early as the 1900s.
However, it is only recently that the methods have been developed that can help understand
the variety of their mechanisms of action. Broadly speaking, PRIs are the substances that
activate the plant defense mechanisms, for example, by enhancing phytoalexin production
and NO reduction in sterol production or by triggering a hypersensitive response [45].
There are numerous combinations, and only some have a known true mechanism.

The main advantages of PRIs are their safety, as they stimulate plant defense rather
than poison it, low cost, and broad-spectrum and systemic activity. However, the effect
of applying PRIs alone is not sufficient to provide complete protection [46] and may
negatively affect plant growth and development [47]. For example, β-aminobutyric acid
(BABA) is known to cause necrotic lesions on potato leaves under treatment, due to a
local hypersensitive response activation [48]. In each case, the fitness cost depends on the
particular PRI, the growth and application conditions.

Taken together, the factors mentioned above make PRIs an ideal adjuvant that is
actively used to counteract P. infestans [49–51], including applications in developing coun-
tries [52]. Combining PRIs with fungicides has the best effect by simultaneously increasing
the protection and reducing the risk of resistance development while reducing the environ-
mental effects (by minimizing the amount of fungicide used) [40,53]. In fact, it is possible
to achieve the first strategy of using fungicides (see above) by substituting one fungicide
with a PRI.

Due to their versatile effect and low cost [52], phosphites are frequently used as PRIs.
Studies show significant transcriptome [54] and proteome [55] changes after treatment
of potato plants with phosphites, leading to reduced phytophthora damage. A uniquely
significant feature of phosphites is their suitability for tuber protection [56]. Among other
PRIs used against P. infestans, it is worth considering the above-mentioned BABA, which is
not inferior to phosphites in popularity and breadth of effect. Novel substances are being
actively developed. For example, bis-aryl-methanone compound NUBS-4190 triggers NO
synthesis without activating the hypersensitive response [51].

Using PRIs proves to be a good alternative to the mass application of fungicides, an
opportunity to solve the controversy with organic farming, and to reduce the economic
and ecological burden on society. The PRIs perfectly suit the concept of comprehensive
counteraction against P. infestans.

2.2. Genetic Resistance: Avr vs. R-genes

As early as the last century, Harold Henry Flor showed that the inheritance of both
resistance in the host and the parasite’s ability to cause disease is controlled by pairs of
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matching genes [57]. One type is a plant gene called the resistance gene (R-gene). The other
type is a pathogen gene called the avirulence gene (Avr-gene).

2.2.1. Variety of Genes in P. infestans

A large number of cytoplasmic effectors of P. infestans depend on Avr-genes. A
great majority of them are the so-called RXLR effectors containing an N-terminal (amino-
terminal) motif Arg-X-Leu-Arg, with X being any amino acid. This motif determines the
domain required for delivery into plant cells. In addition to the N-terminal conserved do-
main, RXLR effectors have a large variety of domains in the C-terminal region, specifically
in the region required for their effector function and recognition by the plant R-genes [58,59].
P. infestans has over 550 RXLR genes [60].

There is also another group of Avr-effectors—the Crinkler (CRN) group. CRNs are
defined by a rather conserved N-terminal 50-amino acid domain, the LFLAK, and a related
diverse domain DWL. This is also a huge family of approximately 200 genes, and in
P. infestans, there are also about 250 disrupted and fragmented CRN genes [60].

Both RXLR and CRN are modular proteins mainly located in the gene-sparse regions,
with a large number of transposons, repeats, and mobile elements, resulting in their faster
mutation rate [24,60].

2.2.2. Variety of Plant R-genes

The molecular structure of R-genes consists of a group with two conserved domains:
a nucleotide-binding site (NBS) and a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain [61].

R-genes against P. infestans (Rpi-genes) are easier to introduce than quantitative trait
loci [62] (to be discussed in Section 2.2.6). For this reason, they are being actively studied to
create late blight resistant varieties.

In the middle of the 20th century, eleven resistance genes R1 to R11 were found in
wild Solanum demissum (hexaploid) [41,63,64]. At the beginning of the 21st century, R-
gene sources were also found in other wild species in Central America, where P. infestans
originates from. Four loci with so-called ‘quantitative’ resistance to late blight have also
been found in Solanum bulbocastanum: Rpi-blb1/RB [65], Rpi-blb2 [66], Rpi -blb3 [67] and
Rpi-apbt [68]. The quantitative resistance mechanism does not completely block the late
blight infection but slows down the disease progression, reducing the damage caused.
R-gene sources have also been found in tuberous species of the Petota section originating
mainly from North, Central, and South America [62], and it is thought that there are
possibly R-gene sources in other wild species of Solanum. Thus, more than 20 genes of
quantitative resistance to P. infestans have been discovered, with all of them having an
N-terminal motif containing two loops (NB-LRR) [66,69–74].

However, genes of specific resistance, i.e., qualitative ones (with the plant completely
resistant to the pathogen), may also be of interest. Thus, the R8 gene has been found in
late blight resistant potato varieties from Europe (Sarpo Mira), the USA (Jacqueline Lee,
Missaukee) and China (PB-06 and S-60). The R8 gene recognises Avr8 and is homologous
to the Sw-5 NB-LRR protein of tomatoes. In field trials in the Netherlands [74], transgenic
potatoes with R8 demonstrated a wide range of resistance to the current population of
P. infestans. Later it was also demonstrated that the resistance of potatoes with locus dPI09c
on chromosome 9 (which is a reasonably strong source of field resistance against P. infestans)
could be explained by the presence of the R8 gene [75]. It was the first time when a gene of
supposedly limited resistance demonstrated a broad spectrum of effect and long-term field
resistance. Therefore, additional research on the R-genes that provide limited resistance
may be promising.

2.2.3. Interaction of R- and Avr-Effectors

Immune receptors can detect Avr-effectors directly via protein-protein interactions or
indirectly by the detection of host target modifications or host mimicry [24]. Interaction
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of the corresponding R-genes and the RXLR avirulence genes causes a hypersensitive
response (HR)—a localised programmed death of any cells infected with P. infestans [24].

It was suggested that cultivated varieties obtained by selective breeding with wild
resistant plants that have appropriate R-genes are among the most effective, environmen-
tally friendly and cost-effective methods of controlling P. infestans [62]. Resistant varieties
should contain R-genes that are able to recognise the corresponding Avr-genes and thus
cause a hypersensitive response (HR) [24]. Unfortunately, some resistant varieties were
found to be defeated in just one season because the resistance genes targets—the RXLR
effector genes—evolve very rapidly through gene insertions and deletions, complete gene
deletions, point mutations (SNPs), present and absent variation (PAV), and gene silencing,
avoiding interactions with the R-genes [76,77]. The evolution of RXLR genes is also facili-
tated due to the vast majority of them being located in sparse regions with a large number
of transposons, mobile elements, and repeats [1,2,24,60]. Thus, co-expression of the Avr1
gene with R1 leads to a hypersensitive response in Nicotiana benthamiana plants, whereas
such an effect does not occur for its homolog A-L [78].

2.2.4. New Data in Understanding R-gene Function

Conserved effector genes of P. infestans expressed at an early stage of invasion suppress
the host’s immune response. Thus, high expression of the SFI2, SFI3 and SFI4 Avr-genes
(suppressors of the Flg22-induced immune response) in five strains has demonstrated
that their function in the early stages of invasion could be significant [79]. The analysis of
10 Avr-genes allowed predicting that these genes could provide long-term resistance.

It is important to note that different R-genes can provide resistance to the same Avr-
gene. Thus, the R2 gene of a Mexican species and the Rpi-mcq1 of a Peruvian species of
Solanum are sensitive to the Avr2 gene [80]. It is claimed that Avr2 recognition developed
independently at the two genetic loci.

Despite numerous studies on R-gene mapping in the potato genome [69,70,81–87],
it should be noted that resistance to the R-gene pathogen in potato varieties persists
for 5–10 years, and then the variety becomes susceptible to new races of P. infestans [88].
Pathogen recognition by the R-gene is fairly rapidly mitigated by mutations in the corre-
sponding P. infestans avirulence gene, allowing the pathogen to successfully penetrate and
colonise the host plant in a compatible interaction [89].

In addition to single dominant R-resistance genes responsible for recognising the
corresponding P. infestans avirulence gene and triggering a defence response manifested in
local cell death (hypersensitivity reaction) and thereby stopping the growth of pathogenic
microorganisms, there is a group of genes with another defence mechanism—plants’
multiple resistance genes. The expression of four transporter genes in potatoes, with
transcription regulated by different drugs, was examined [90]. Among those, other genes
were found with a significant expression increase upon infection with P. infestans: StPDR1
and StPDR2 were expressed 13- and 37-fold more actively after 18 h of infection, respectively.
The authors suggested all the genes studied (StPDR1-4) to be part of a more complex
systemic plant response to biotic and abiotic factors.

2.2.5. Gene Pyramids Provide a Boost to R-genes

It was suggested that the Rpi-blb1 and Rpi-blb2 genes obtained from S. bulbocastanum
could be a key to long-term resistance [21]. It should be noted that P. infestans subsequently
developed resistance to Rpi-blb1, although it took longer than the adaptation to previ-
ously used R-genes [15]. However, the S. bulbocastanum Rpi-blb2 gene combined with
the S. venturii Rpi-vnt1.1 gene did make potatoes fully resistant to late blight for several
seasons [91]. This phenomenon is referred to as the gene pyramid. Here, multiple genes
control a trait, such as resistance to pathogens, and accumulate and combine into a single
genotype [7]. However, positive selection of the Avrblb2 gene (related to the RXLR genes)
is seen to be underway in P. infestans populations. At least four variations of this gene
have emerged, with one of them evading the Rpi-blb2-related gene [92]. This was found to
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result from a mutation and replacement with phenylalanine in position 69 [17]. From this
perspective, it is probably a combination of several R-genes that will provide potatoes with
the longest-lasting resistance. Specifically, the Rpi-blb1 and Rpi-blb2 genes are considered
to be very promising. P. infestans rarely demonstrates resistance to them.

Another example of the R-gene combination providing long-term effectiveness is
the Cooperation-88 (C88) potato variety that has been demonstrating high resistance to
P. infestans for over 20 years. This resistance was found to be provided by 344 expressed
R-genes, as well as nine genes associated with pathogenesis, and a sharp increase in the
expression of 30 genes responsible for phenol compound synthesis in case of invasion,
showing that R-genes need phenol compounds and pathogenesis proteins to provide
excellent resistance to late blight [93].

Thus, the P. infestans genome is well adapted to overcome recognition by R-genes, and
all attempts to develop a variety with long-lasting resistance based on selective breeding or
methods of genetic engineering of just a single R-gene have failed. However, recent studies
of P. infestans Avr-genes show that conservative genes are present among them and that
the genes Avrpi-blb1 and Avrpi-blb2 are quite conservative. Moreover, P. infestans strains
capable of overcoming them are not yet common. Further research on conservative Avr-
genes and the pyramiding of resistant R-genes could give a boost to qualitative resistance
in potatoes.

2.2.6. Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs)

QTLs (those affecting height and weight) involve sets of alleles affecting a trait with
a measurable phenotypic value resulting from both genetic and environmental factors.
Quantitative traits are typically multifactorial and are controlled by the interaction of
several polymorphic genes and environmental factors. Therefore, one or more QTLs may
affect one trait or the entire phenotype. QTLs cannot be set in opposition to so-called
Mendelian loci, functioning on the “all or nothing” principle. These are rather the two
extremes of the same line, with QTLs occupying one pole and discrete Mendelian loci
occupying the other [94].

Thus, two regions of chromosomes V and XII of S. tuberosum matched with the
dominant allele of the R1 gene that gives specific resistance to late blight [95]. The main
problem in finding and mapping QTLs for S. tuberosum is its wide genetic diversity [96]—Its
autoploid has tetrasomic inheritance and a high degree of heterosis [97]. Thus, the potato
genome has great structural complexity, constraining the analysis of quantitative trait
loci [98]. However, six QTLs of resistance to P. infestans have been found: two QTLs of
sensitivity and four QTLs of resistance [97]. The analysis of different QTLs shows that it
is the R-genes that tend to be responsible for resistance to late blight. The resistance of
potatoes with locus dPI09c on chromosome 9 was conditioned by the presence of R8 [75].
The efficacy of the promising Rpi-blb1 gene also appears to be dependent on the genome’s
genetic background, and therefore seems to be related to QTLs [99]. Furthermore, the
variety 3681ad1 that shows good field resistance (each plant is individually vulnerable, but
the field as a whole is resistant) turns out to have a dominant allele of the R10 gene in one
of its QTLs [100].

A comprehensive attempt to map potato quantitative trait loci was undertaken in
2018 [97]. The tetraploid potato genome was again chosen as a research target, given its
high importance for breeding and yet significant challenges due to high heterozygosity
in autotetraploid potatoes. The researchers succeeded in discovering two new QTLs on
chromosomes III and VIII. One allele of the first locus was reported to mediate, on average,
a higher degree of disease severity. This locus also includes the transcription factor Arf 2
associated with leaf senescence caused by oxidative stress in Arabidopsis and gibberellin
and brassinosteroid pathway signalling during plant-pathogen interaction [101–103]. The
allele determining, on average, a lower disease severity contained the QTL of chromosome
VIII. This marker is related to the gene encoding the helix-loop-helix transcription factor
(bHLH) JAF13 involved in flavonoid biosynthesis in Petunia × hybrida [104].
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QTL functioning principles are not yet fully understood and difficult to detect as
well. Nevertheless, the study of quantitative resistance loci is underway and seems to be
promising. The recent interest in QTLs has been caused by P. infestans quickly adapting
to become resistant to the potato’s own R-genes, so the application of QTLs seems to be
promising for developing varieties with quantitative resistance.

2.2.7. Application of Resistant Varieties

While producing resistant potato varieties, we are entering an arms race. In nature,
there is constant joint evolution of the P. infestans Avr-genes and the potato R-genes. Potato
R-genes constantly transform in order to identify P. infestans Avr-genes to be able to cause
local programmed cell death. It is an effective strategy because P. infestans is, exceptionally,
a biotroph, not a necrotroph. However, the Avr-genes themselves rapidly evolve, or their
function is altered to avoid interaction with R-genes, preventing the plant from triggering
a hypersensitive response.

The increasing spread of sexual propagation and self-fertilisation among P. infestans
strains also speaks against the application of R-genes. Thus, there is a positive correlation
between the complexity of the Avr-genes set and the viability, whereas, normally, there
should be no such correlation [36].

Nevertheless, the development of resistant varieties is being actively pursued world-
wide, both by traditional selective breeding and genetic engineering. Selective breeding to
develop a resistant variety takes longer than creating a transgenic plant. However, in many
countries, the use of transgenic organisms is prohibited or severely restricted, making it
challenging to introduce new, resistant varieties quickly. Currently, the most promising
approach is to develop varieties with a combination of several R-genes, such as Rpi-blb1,
Rpi-blb2 and their homologs because they target fairly conserved and, therefore, important
P. infestans Avr-genes. Although some strains of P. infestans are now resistant to these
genes, such clonal lineages are not very common. Using the gene pyramid of Rpi-blb1 and
Rpi-blb2 with other genes of quantitative and qualitative resistance should allow creating a
variety that would be resistant for more than a decade, such as the Cooperation-88 variety
that has retained resistance for more than 20 years. Further research on QTLs and analysis
of the genes that make up these loci may also be promising in finding a wider diversity of
resistance genes.

2.3. Use of RNA Interference against P. infestans

Plant immune systems are complex. There are still numerous uncertainties in their
functioning, but many separate mechanisms have been studied in reasonable detail. One of
them is the expression of small RNAs (sRNAs) that act as silencers of the pathogen genes
responsible for virulence [24]. The use of RNA interference by plants for protection against
fungi (including oomycetes) has a number of features that distinguish it from antiviral or
antibacterial protection. As fungi have their own RNA interference pathways, in fact, we
are dealing with “cross-kingdom RNA interference” [105]. The presence of similar RNA
interference pathways both in the parasite and host led to the development of control inter-
ception methods in both plants and fungi. Fungi and oomycetes can directly disrupt the RNA
interference function in plants [106] or assign it to decrease the host immunity [107]. Plants
use extracellular vesicles to deliver small RNA agents or their precursors to the pathogen [108].
The use of small RNA transfer from host plants to the pathogen with subsequent intervention
in its RNA interference pathways has been termed host induced gene silencing (HIGS). In
recent years, the practical application of this technology has been studied extensively, includ-
ing its application against P. infestans [105,109,110]. This section includes an overview of the
current RNA-interference-based methods of controlling various pathogenic fungi in plants
that can be used against P. infestans.
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2.3.1. HIGS: Prospects and Challenges

First of all, it is worth noting the direct use of HIGS, i.e., the creation of transgenic
plants that express predetermined siRNA, dsRNA or hpRNA, that can cause knockdown of
targeted vital genes of the pathogen (Figure 2) [111–113]. A correct choice of the target gene
(or several target genes) is crucial [112]. There are currently several commercial varieties
in the USA in which HIGS is effectively used to fight viruses and insects, but none yet
combat oomycetes [114]. As a matter of interest, some of them were obtained before the
discovery of RNA interference in the 90s, and proteins were originally considered to be
responsible for the resistance [114,115]. The use of RNA interference in these varieties
is a lucky coincidence, while other commercial varieties using HIGS appeared about ten
years later [114]. It seems strange that HIGS varieties have not subsequently flooded the
market because a long time has passed since the effectiveness of RNA interference was
demonstrated. This technology has been sufficiently well-researched in laboratories around
the world [116] to create plants with advancements based on RNA interference. However,
the issue is not with the RNA-interference itself but with the methods of its application.
HIGS requires, in the first place, creating a transgenic plant, not a single specimen but
a whole variety. The development of GMOs is justified by the market when it comes to
improving something permanent: crop yields, nutrient value, etc. However, investing
in creating a pathogen-resistant variety means becoming involved in an arms race with
sometimes unclear results and long-term benefits. There are few transgenic varieties on the
market with resistance to pathogens because, as a rule, this risk is justified only when the
crop’s economic importance is matched by effective and lasting resistance [117].
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Introducing a new variety to the market also includes growing planting material and
testing its long-term resistance, and it is here that issues may arise. For example, the potato
is tetraploid and has a high degree of heterozygosity, demonstrating significant variability
of traits even after the same treatment with modern methods of genetic engineering [21,37].
Moreover, as a rule, field experiments show different results from those found in the
laboratory. P. infestans cultivated on agar or in a potato field behaves differently (the
laboratory lineages are less aggressive), which can cast doubt on laboratory evaluation of
the research results [37].

One of the most significant limitations on developing the commercial late blight-
resistant potato varieties is the availability of effective fungicides: fields are planted with
vulnerable varieties and are treated with huge amounts of such chemicals [21]. In recent
years, the USA has consumed up to 5 million pounds of fungicides per year to fight
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P. infestans alone [15]. Thus, it is challenging not only to develop a new variety but also to
introduce it to a busy market. Moreover, although there may be enough time to choose
a fungicide against a particular strain, a new plant variety must be chosen in advance—
Before planting. Another issue related to using transgenic plants is the legal restrictions
that either completely prohibit or effectively inhibit the production of genetically modified
products [118]. These factors apply not only to HIGS plants but also to transgenic plants
and new varieties in general. When creating a variety resistant to P. infestans, researchers
may face greater economic and social challenges than scientific ones [117]. One way to
solve this problem more easily is not to change the plant genome itself, if possible, but to
use external interferences, and RNA interference is a case in point.

2.3.2. Spray Induced Gene Silencing (SIGS)

SIGS is an alternative option for pest control [103] by RNA delivery into the plant
from outside through the leaves and roots. The technology involves an aqueous solution of
sRNA, hpRNA, or even siRNA created in vitro or produced by bacteria, applied by spray-
ing plant leaf surfaces, inoculation, injection or through the root system (Figure 3) [110].
The effect of exogenous RNA on plant metabolism was reported [119] and parasitic fungi
such as representatives of the Fusarium genus were characterised [120]. The work [120]
describes the route of RNA directly to fungus through the plant. The silencing duration
is related to the secondary amplification of the siRNA, but such amplification does not
occur in the fungus. Thus, it makes sense to find out how P. infestans interacts with directly
received RNA when adapting SIGS to act against P. infestans. For example, despite the fact
that P. infestans has well-developed RNA interference pathways that include siRNA and
miRNA, it obtains a significant proportion of small RNA (sRNA) from pre-tRNA without
DICER-like proteins (PiDcl1), with the presence of sRNA increasing during infection [121].
Interfering RNAs are of particular importance for oomycetes in the early stages of infection
since they take part in knockdown of the pathogen’s “uncovered” gene-effectors that allow
the pathogen to overcome the resistance caused by R-genes [24].
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SIGS is drawing the researchers’ attention as a promising approach to create biofungi-
cides that combine the efficiency and nontoxicity of HIGS with the ease of use of chemical
fungicides [14]. Unlike HIGS, SIGS can be used to protect an already harvested crop [14],
and this can be crucial in combating P. infestans that can travel long distances on tubers
being transported, and causes great damage to them [15] during their storage [21]. Exoge-
nous use of RNA is a prospective strategy, the future effectiveness of which depends not
only on fundamental understanding of its action mechanisms but also on experimentation
with its use [110]. One can already expect the parity in the cost of conventional fungicides
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and exogenous dsRNA to be reached soon [64], but application strategies may need to be
refined. The dsRNA application efficiency varies considerably among fungal and oomycete
species, and data on P. infestans are still scarce [65].

2.4. Other Counter P. infestans Approaches

There are various other easily applicable methods for preventing late blight outbreaks.
Among the most important are crop rotation and the elimination of primary sources
of infection [122]. In regions with mild winters, tubers infected with P. infestans and
left in the field during harvesting may infect newly planted potato/tomato plants the
following year [9]. Alternating potatoes with other crops immune to late blight every other
year is helpful in avoiding recurrence of the disease. P. infestans spores, however, may
remain viable even after a two-year interval. Thus, if sexual propagation is possible in
the harvesting area, planting intervals of vulnerable crops should be increased. Planting
potatoes remotely from each other also has a small impact on the severity of a possible
epidemic [122]. After a long resting period, the viability and pathogenicity of spores
decrease significantly [123]. P. infestans major route of spreading over long distances is on
contaminated planting material, especially tubers. P. infestans can survive on tubers in the
intercrop season without sexual propagation [28]. Fortunately, only a small proportion of
infected tubers can germinate and give rise to an epidemic. However, this can sometimes
be enough, given that not all infected tubers/tomatoes in storehouses may be destroyed
or cured, and so their transport continues to spread epidemics, as happened in 2014 in
Bengal for example [9,37]. Symbiotic bacteria can be used to protect tubers more effectively
against infestation [11,12].

Given that it is impossible to eliminate contaminated planting material completely,
it is necessary to monitor the state of plants in the field carefully, especially in conditions
favourable for the development of an epidemic. Such measures are certainly of auxiliary
nature and cannot compete in effectiveness with the use of fungicides or resistant vari-
eties, but their use, especially in organic farming, contributes to the development of a
comprehensive response to the threat of late blight.

3. Conclusions

P. infestans still causes significant damage to agriculture despite the long history of
fighting it. A number of physiological and genetic features allow the pathogen to adapt
quickly to new control strategies applied by farmers: the emergence of each new method of
plant protection starts a kind of countdown to the moment when the pathogen successfully
bypasses another obstacle. In order to find new vulnerabilities and develop appropriate
strategies, it is necessary to take into account several peculiar features of P. infestans, with
the main ones described in this review article.

In agriculture, there are several strategies for combating P. infestans that can be roughly
divided into three categories: chemical (fungicides), genetic (R-gene selection) and gene
silencing (a modern approach based on RNA-interference). With each strategy having
advantages and disadvantages, one has to take into account the effectiveness of the method,
its scalability, environmental feasibility, and environmental safety. Currently, the most
common method is the use of various fungicides, which is facilitated by their at-times low
but still considerable efficacy, availability and ease of use in plant treatment, as well as
the related economic benefits. Selective breeding with resistant varieties is also actively
used for crop protection, but P. infestans strain prediction must be carefully considered
when applying this strategy as prediction errors can be costly. The most advanced and
selective methods aimed at precise regulation of gene function with the help of RNA
interference have not yet seen wide application in agriculture due to their high cost and
legal prohibitions. However, they are very promising from an ecological point of view due
to their high degree of selectivity and, as a result, environmental safety.
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